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1. The Bulgarian Red Cross and the media

Friday 5 May 1989, 9.00 a.m. Three days before Bulgaria and the
whole world were to mark World Red Cross Day, the Head of the
International Relations Department of the Bulgarian Red Cross,
Alexander Marinov, and the journalist writing this article, were at the
Radio Sofia studio where one of the most popular radio programmes,
"Good Morning", was being broadcast. We were taking part in a live
broadcast in which, in the course of two hours, we would have to
describe the activities of such an incredible humanitarian organization
as the Red Cross. The audience was cross-examining us. The girls at
the telephones could hardly manage to write down all the questions.

Meanwhile a direct telephone line with Geneva and Moscow had
been established and listeners could speak directly to people at the
League and the ICRC, as well as a Soviet Red Cross representative.
Five months had already elapsed since the nightmarish earthquake in
Armenia, and the Bulgarians who had collected donations for the
Armenian people wanted to know how the money had been used.
According to a public opinion poll, this programme for the Red Cross
had an audience of about two million persons.

October 1985. The Pogled weekly, which with 427,000 copies has
the biggest circulation in Bulgaria, had published a series of reports
about a group of young Swedish Red Cross volunteers helping
drought-stricken Ethiopia to restore some of its devastated forests.
Within several days the newspaper office was flooded by letters from
young Bulgarians sympathizing with the Red Cross and willing to go
and help Ethiopia.
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June 1986. The same newspaper had published a series of reports
covering the activities of an ICRC team in Nicaragua. One of them
described the assistance of the Swedish Red Cross for children in the
border region between Nicaragua and Honduras. Both the newspaper
office and the Bulgarian Red Cross received dozens of offers to orga-
nize a relief operation for the Nicaraguan children.

These examples are probably enough to show the regular contact
between the Bulgarian Red Cross and the media. This channel has
always been there but in recent years, thanks to the new political
context established in Eastern Europe, and also thanks to glasnost,
perestroika and the desire to build a common European home, the
ideas and principles of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent
Movement have become more tangible and closer to many ordinary
people of different generations in Bulgaria. For the first time in
decades, there is much talk of compassion, of human rights and inter-
national humanitarian law, the Geneva Conventions and their Addi-
tional Protocols, and of the heritage of Henry Dunant and the lessons
of Solferino.

The flurry of Red Cross themes on the pages of Bulgarian newspa-
pers and magazines came unexpectedly after a somewhat dramatic
event in 1984, when three Bulgarians working in Angola were taken
hostage by UNITA and the ICRC played a decisive role in their
release. Swiss citizens Thierry Germond, now ICRC Delegate General
for Europe, and his colleague Gerard Favrod suddenly became heroes
in the eyes of thousands of Bulgarians. It was then that for a number
of people the Red Cross was transformed from a myth and an emblem
into something real, a symbol of hope.

Some time later came the tragic drought and famine in Africa, and
the example of a Bulgarian journalist then working with the League's
Information Department was followed by some of his colleagues. At
that time a lot of Bulgarians learned (glasnost had not yet entirely
prevailed) that in Ethiopia Swiss citizens were distributing American
flour to starving Ethiopians, sometimes using Soviet aircraft as well.
Those Swiss citizens were members of the ICRC, and people were
surprised to hear that the Ethiopians depended on their friends from
the democratic countries and that Africa was not, as had been instilled
in the minds of Bulgarians, being saved by the USSR alone. A report
of this kind in Pogled, covering ICRC activity in Nicaragua, was
reproduced in a Soviet newspaper with a circulation of 3,000,000, an
unprecedented event in Soviet journalism. Nowadays situations like
that sound amusing, but then they were an ideological reality.
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So gradually a constant "Red Cross lobby" came into being among
Bulgarian journalists. Their pure sympathy for this humanitarian move-
ment was complemented by the mutual need for co-operation. Access
to the mass media means publicity, influence and support for the Red
Cross Movement. For journalists, on the other hand, the Red Cross is
a reliable and objective source of information, unburdened by either
political or ideological considerations. It is a source of interesting and
purely humanitarian news, impossible to obtain elsewhere. The
dramatic situation in Armenia and particularly the events in Romania,
where the Bulgarian Red Cross, the ICRC and subsequently the
League took active part in solving some urgent issues, opened the
newspapers, radio and television in Bulgaria still wider to the Red
Cross Movement and its ideas. It became clear that the relations
between the mass media and the Red Cross were already soundly
enough established for the mechanisms of co-operation to be set in
motion whenever necessary.

The International Festival of Red Cross and Health Films in Varna
is proving to be yet another wax °f disseminating Red Cross ideas. Its
management is well aware of the meaning of such co-operation with
the media during the Festival. Besides critical reviews and analyses of
films on current Red Cross subjects, the festival enables a lot of jour-
nalists to meet outstanding Red Cross personalities from all over the
world. For nearly a fortnight, the TV, radio and daily newspapers keep
public opinion focused on the Varna Festival, and hence on the noble
ideas and principles left to us by Henry Dunant. For some time past it
has become a tradition during the festival to organize regular Red
Cross and Red Crescent International Communications Workshops
with information officers from various National Societies and well-
known journalists. Programmes are elaborated there to put the Move-
ment's information into practical effect.

Holding meetings and news conferences is a routine practice of the
Bulgarian Red Cross whenever a more significant event takes place.
When the relief operation was organized for Armenia or Romania, the
daily presence of the Bulgarian Red Cross spokesman on the TV
screen was considered very valuable and necessary. Recently there has
been increasingly marked competition among Bulgarian journalists as
to who will be the first to gain access to the Bulgarian Red Cross as
an interesting and possibly unique source of information, particularly
in cases such as major natural disasters or international conflicts.
Eminent League or ICRC representatives from Geneva also attract the
attention of Bulgarian journalists when they are in Sofia. In principle
the Bulgarian Red Cross always organizes meetings or press confer-
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ences with them, but the opportunity for the mass media to obtain
first-hand information about events in one or another part of the world
where the League or ICRC are operating is never missed.

Something more—a practical system has been worked out in
Bulgaria to use the League and ICRC bulletins and the Red Cross, Red
Crescent magazine. When these publications reach Pogled, the news-
paper, being an edition of the Union of Bulgarian Journalists, immedi-
ately "sells out" the most interesting news in them to other newspa-
pers, radio and TV. It does so because every professional is well
aware that all newspapers and electronic media programmes need brief
human interest stories telling of humanitarian relations, human
suffering, compassion and people's willingness to assist the needy.

Whenever an earthquake or an armed conflict occurs somewhere in
the world, a lot of Bulgarian journalists already know whom to
approach in Geneva, i.e. the League and ICRC spokesmen. Nothing is
easier in such cases than to ring up and find out from Geneva what-
ever one wants to know. This bridge of trust between a number of
Bulgarian mass media and Geneva is extremely popular and useful.

On-the-spot stories are the next logical step in such co-operation.
There are several Bulgarian journalists who have already covered the
activities of the Bulgarian Red Cross, the League or ICRC "on the
spot". Such an opportunity is a great temptation for the press and there
is no doubt that this form of co-operation should be encouraged, as the
audience's confidence, hence the dissemination of Red Cross ideas,
could be gained more easily by means of real-life examples in actual
situations. Such stories from Nicaragua, El Salvador, Romania,
Armenia, Mexico, Ethiopia and Sudan have already appeared on the
pages of periodicals.

The Bulgarian Red Cross has other ways of working with journal-
ists, such as organizing workshops on specific themes, e.g. the disse-
mination of international humanitarian law. A workshop of this kind
was recently held at a mountain resort and attended by young and
promising journalists on whom the Bulgarian Red Cross could rely in
future. On some such occasions (and there are more than just a few)
lectures are delivered by ICRC staff.

The various National Societies have different traditions of activity.
If, however, the good image of the Bulgarian Red Cross is clearly
defined in public opinion, this is largely due to its Mountain Rescue
and Water Safety Services. A country with hundreds of thousands of
local and foreign tourists, where tourism is an industry, undoubtedly
needs an institution taking care of these people in all seasons. The
work of the Bulgarian Red Cross in this respect gives rise to feelings
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of confidence and goodwill in people, partly because the mass media
keep the public informed about the Bulgarian Red Cross Mountain
Rescue and Water Safety Services and the wonderful job these profes-
sionals are doing, thus prompting general admiration. Particularly in
winter, the high season for skiing, and in summer when many people
go swimming, the attention of the mass media is constantly focused on
these Bulgarian Red Cross services and their activities. Special events
to mark anniversaries such as Supercamp Solferino 1989 or the 125th
Anniversary of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Move-
ment, are another way of familiarizing people with the activities of the
Bulgarian Red Cross. Moreover, every year on 8 May the media come
out with publications or broadcasts devoted to the Red Cross. On
returning from Solferino and Geneva, the Bulgarian Youth Red Cross
workers were invited to Radio Sofia, where they told the national
audience about their ideas and impressions of this big event for our
Movement.

2. The future

All this shows that there is steady co-operation between the
Bulgarian Red Cross and the media of our country. It does not mean,
however, that we have reached the limits of this co-operation. The
information policy of the Movement set forth in the Identity
Programme is taken very seriously, and we are already working
towards implementation of the ideas it contains, all the more since a
firm basis for further development already exists.

Some of the steps taken to implement the Identity Programme
include the investment in young people, mostly journalists and lawyers
who could continue to disseminate knowledge of international humani-
tarian law and Red Cross activities with new force and ideas. To this
end, young journalists are mobilized and co-operation with them is
established on a sound basis. For example when ICRC Delegate
General for Europe Thierry Germond visited Sofia, an agreement was
concluded with the President of the Union of Bulgarian Journalists,
Stefan Prodev, to the effect that a group of young journalists from
various mass media would go to Geneva to become acquainted with
ICRC activities in the field of international humanitarian law. After-
wards they could be relied upon as a part of the "Red Cross press
lobby".

Another idea is that in future any ICRC and League staff special-
ized in international humanitarian law or communication should, when
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visiting Bulgaria, deliver one or two lectures for students of journalism
at Sofia University.

That, too, is part of our programme to instill knowledge, experi-
ence and sympathy in young people who could provide reliable
support for our Movement.

We shall similarly continue to familiarize young journalists from
developing countries with the principles, ideas and activities of the
Red Cross Movement. This task is already being fulfilled. The Interna-
tional Institute of Journalism, whose director is the author of this
article, has its headquarters in Sofia. Once a year young journalists
from the Third World come to the institute for professional training,
and it is there that they are introduced to some aspects of the Move-
ment. Lectures have been given there in recent years for journalists
from Afghanistan, Nigeria, the People's Democratic Republic of
Yemen, Ethiopia, Laos, Mozambique, Angola and Benin.

In order to make Red Cross ideas more attractive, journalists
should be given more interesting, more human and to some extent
even "dramatic" information. It would be very useful if outstanding
representatives of the world of art and culture could be involved in
making Red Cross activities popular.

When armed conflicts are in the news, it would be good to publish
the principles of international humanitarian law and the ideas under-
lying the Geneva Conventions in military newspapers read widely by
high-ranking officers. This is already being done by the Bulgarian
military press.

There are also plans to show the Red Cross emblem more often on
the TV screen, to gain wider support among young people, to focus
attention on special target groups, etc.

So step by step, relying on already established traditions and
searching for new ideas, we can not only make Red Cross activities
better known but also prepare our Movement for the 21st century, when
other humanitarian organizations will probably emerge. The Red Cross
will have to be ready for them, and for the challenges of the future.
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